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Reviewed by Peter Caroline
We all know the story of the Model 1917

revolver, both Smith & Wesson and Colt, and
how the half-moon clip was developed to allow
rimless .45 ACP ammo to function efficiently in
a revolver cylinder. The half-moon clip was a
great solution for the military. It was fast, it was
convenient, and a quantity of clips could be car-
ried in a compact web belt pouch. Best of all,
when you’d fired six rounds, you simply dumped
the two three-round clips and the attached
empty brass on the ground and stuffed in a new
pair. For civilians, who didn’t have an endless
supply of half-moon clips, removing empty
cases and inserting loaded rounds was a giant
pain in the posterior, hence the development of
the .45 Auto Rim cartridge.

Today, the moon-clip idea is back in an
improved form. We now have six-shot clips for .45
ACP and seven- and eight-shot clips for .357 Mag-
num. And one major point of difference from the
old half-moon configuration: the cartridges are
inserted from the outside, not the inside of the
clip. This difference has made it easier to load and
unload the clips. It has also inspired an ingenious
new tool for the purpose. 

I recently acquired a California Competition
Works’ Moon Clip Loading/Unloading Tool from
Dillon. And okay, I have to admit; I am an
absolute pushover for gadgets. My kitchen, my
workshop, my reloading bench and my dimin-
ished bank account bear ample testimony to this

weakness. But as an avid connoisseur of gadgetry,
I have learned one basic truth: simpler is better.
This tool is the quintessence of simple. To load
rounds into a moon clip, you place the clip on the
arbor and use the spring-loaded thumb-lever to
push each round into the clip. It’s easy the first
time you try it, and it gets even easier and faster
with each repetition. 

To remove fired cases – which was always a
horrible task with half-moon clips – you simply
place the larger ring over the spent case and pry;
the case pops free of the moon clip and drops
through the ring…no bruised flesh, broken finger-
nails or colorful language!

The California Competition Works’ Moon
Clip Loading/Unloading Tool is milled from air-
craft aluminum bar stock with a black anodized
finish, and appears to be unbreakable. You can
order it for either six-shot .45 ACP or eight-shot
.357 Magnum N-frame revolvers. If you’re into
the more exotic stuff, I can tell you that the .45
ACP moon clips will also feed converted Webley
.455 revolvers. 

I learned many years ago, during an other-
wise dismal year at Harvard Business School,
that the most efficient way to simplify a task was
to assign it to a smart, lazy person; observe how
he or she accomplished it, and then teach your
other workers to do it that way. The California
Competition Works’ Moon Clip Loading/Unload-
ing Tool is an excellent example of that method-
ology, and it’s only $39.95!
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